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Praneet Soi. India - Universes in Universe Find the latest shows, biography, and artworks for sale by Praneet Soi. Images for Praneet Soi In 2014 the International Production Fund (IPF) commissioned Srinagar, a new work by Praneet Soi for EVA International – Ireland’s Biennial 2014. Praneet Soi’s Notes on Labour: a sociological approach to making art 16 Dec 2017. CCA is pleased to invite you to Patterns (The Falling Figures and other stories), an installation by the artist Praneet Soi that will open Friday. Labour paeans: Praneet Soi’s new show blends art, craft, old and new. Praneet Soi will be participating in the first Indian National Pavilion at the 54th Biennale di Venezia. Emerging as one of the most prominent Indian artists living, Writing In The Wall Praneet Soi - Artspace 8 Mar 2016 - 4 min - Uploaded by vanabbemuseumArtist Praneet Soi (Kolkata, India, 1971) talks about the installation Srinagar (2015) bought. CCA Derry-Londonderry Praneet Soi – Patterns (The Falling). Soi gathers moments where familiarity coupled with intuition imbue an image with. Praneet Soi completed his BA and MA in painting at Maharaja Sayajirao. Praneet Soi - Latitude 28 Artists: Zarina Hashmi, Praneet Soi, Gigi Scaria, Desire Machine Collective. Curator: Ranjit Hoskote. Arsenale, Artiglierie. Praneet Soi The period of fabrication, starting from the modelling of the tiles to their eventual placement in the kiln, provided Soi with an alibi for observing the workers and. Patterns (The Falling Figures and other stories) Praneet Soi at CCA. Emerging as a prominent Indian artist, Praneet Soi (b. 1971, Kolkata, West Bengal, India) currently divides his time between Amsterdam and India. Praneet Soi is Praneet Soi on Vimeo 15 May 2017. Praneet Soi’s Notes on Labour at the Dr Bhau Daji Lad Mumbai City Museum is an ode to the strength and sustaining power of human hands. Soi, Praneet - people - Sharjah Art Foundation For the space of the Gallery of the Lower Floor of the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, in Lisbon, the Indian artist Praneet Soi proposes an installation. witness to paradise 2016 nilima sheikh praneet soi abeer gupta. Stay up to date with Praneet Soi (Indian, 1971), APT artist. Discover works for sale, auction results, market data, news and exhibitions on MutualArt. Praneet Soi - Srinagar DAMN™ Magazine 17 Jul 2018. Praneet Soi Third Factory From Kashmir to Lisbon via Caldas June 22–October 1, 2018. Museu Calouste Gulbenkian Av. de Berna 45A Amazon.com: Praneet Soi (9783942405423): Praneet Soi: Books Praneet Soi (born 1971) is an artist whose practice includes painting, drawing, collage, text, slide-shows, and performance-lectures. He explores fragmentations Praneet Soi - Saftronart.com Praneet Soi investigates the social effects of media on various localities, such as Kumartuli in North Kolkata and Srinagar in Kashmir, through painting, writing, . Praneet Soi at Dr. Bhau Daji Lad Mumbai City Museum - Artforum Praneet Soi is a young and promising contemporary artist based in Amsterdam. Soi’s artwork is generated as an outcome of his constant search, journey and Praneet Soi - Praneet Soi - Distanz - motto distribution Praneet Soi is a member of Vimeo, the home for high quality videos and the people who love them. “Notes on Labour”: India’s Praneet Soi – artist profile Art Radar Born in 1971, Praneet Soi completed his Bachelor’s and Master’s degree in painting from the Faculty of Fine Arts at M.S. University, Baroda, in 1994 and 1996. Praneet Soi - 4 Artworks, Bio & Shows on Artsy Praneet Soi — Vanderha Art Gallery Artist Nilima Sheikh draws inspiration from texts, stories and craft traditions of the region for her paintings. Artist Praneet Soi’s multimedia installation explores the #meetyourartist PRANEET SOI This artist. - Kochi-Muziris Biennale Praneet Soi was born in Kolkata in 1971. He left Bengal for the west coast of the country in 1990 where he studied painting at the Faculty of Fine Arts, Maharaja Praneet Soi - Srinagar - Van Abbemuseum 12 May 2017. In Notes On Labour, artist Praneet Soi engages with objects from Mumbai’s Bhau Daji Lad museum, to create new works that celebrate India’s Praneet Soi: Wilfried Lentz Rotterdam ARTISTS. Praneet Soi. - view work - about the artist - - view cv - - view exhibition - artists praneet soi view work. Kumartuli Printer. Jeroen, Sloterdijk Station Praneet Soi: Artist presentation Trondheim Academy of Fine Art meetyourartist PRANEET SOI This artist divides his time between Amsterdam and Kolkata, and this oscillatory movement impacts his practice, as over time. Praneet Soi, Srinagar, Eva International, 2014 – Outset 28 Jan 2016. It is an installation named Srinagar (2015) by Praneet Soi who lives and works alternately in Amsterdam and Kolkata. India. Delving into ideas Praneet Soi Art Basel On display is a new installation by Indian artist Praneet Soi who lives and works alternately in Amsterdam and Calcutta. Soi conducted research into the Praneet Soi — Dutch Art Institute ?Praneet Soi (1971, India) received his BA and MA in painting at Maharaja Sayajirao University, Baroda, India in 1994 and 1996 respectively. He also completed Praneet Soi - Srinagar - YouTube The absurdity here is in the juxtaposition: The lavishy refurbished colonial interiors of the museum house Praneet Soi’s investigations into the labor processes of. FORMER WEST – Praneet Soi 20 Oct 2017. Living and working between Amsterdam and Kolkata, India, Praneet Soi often develops work through an intuitive understanding of his social. Soi, Praneet Art Auction Results - MutualArt 19 Aug 2017. With a major solo exhibition in Mumbai’s oldest museum just behind him, Praneet Soi’s profile is set to rise. Art Radar looks at the 46-year-old Praneet Soi. Third Factory Museu Calouste Gulbenkian Born in India, educated in India and the United States, Praneet Soi currently lives and works between Kolkata and Amsterdam. At Artspace the artist will create a ?Praneet Soi www.visitportugal.com Emerging as one of the most prominent Indian artists living abroad, Praneet Soi is participating in the first Indian National Pavilion at the 54th Biennale di . Praneet Soi: Third Factory - Announcements - e-flux Untitled (Tiles) Detail of 32, 2017 - Experimenter. Hong Kong 2015. Blue Dog · Praneet Soi · Blue Dog, 2008 - Vanderha Art Gallery - Kumartuli Printer · Praneet Soi